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I. Introduction

In recent decades, despite the economic growth and the increased life expectancy of citizens, the levels of happiness and well-being have stagnated in several countries. Consequently, Gross Domestic Happiness has received increasing attention, along with new metrics for progress that consider social, environmental, spiritual, and economic dimensions. Several researchers worldwide have become interested in the theme of happiness, to signal the development of public policies, aimed at increasing well-being (Brissos-Lino, 2015, Sarriera & Bedin, 2017).

Allied to the concept of Gross internal happiness is the reality of inequality among diversities. The more asymmetrical the feeling of satisfaction among people, the unhappier the entire population will be, since inequality brings devastating effects for individuals and the collectives, instigating crime, psychological suffering, and armed conflict (Brissos-Lino, 2015). One prevalent form of inequality is inequality in marital relations. Women are often considered inferior and therefore deserving of unfair and often abusive treatment.

As for the abusers in intimate relationships, before becoming victims, they themselves were victims of abuse; this repetitive pattern in relationships leads them to live deeply unhappy, even without being aware of it (Musleh, 2013). Thus, this study aimed to understand the happiness perception of men with violent behavior, attended by a nucleus of assistance to victims of violence in a city in the metropolitan region of Porto Alegre in Rio Grande do Sul. Further, we investigate the correlation between the act of assault and the abuser's perception of happiness. We sought to identify which determinants influence individuals to consider themselves happy and which attitudes influence the achievement of their happiness, in order if assault has an influence on subjective, emotional, spiritual, and physical well-being of these participants in the study and how assault is related to their marital well-being.

a) Happiness as subjective well-being

Subjective well-being comprises three dimensions: positive affections, negative affections, and satisfaction with life (Castaños-Cervantes, Sánchez-Sosa, 2015; Lima, Araujo, 2018). According to these authors, positive affection is defined by a transitory feeling, it is momentary and presents itself as a state of alertness, enthusiasm, and activity; negative affection is manifested by unpleasant transitory emotions, including anxiety, depression, agitation, boredom, pessimism; and satisfaction with life is the cognitive judgment about one’s own life, compared to a pattern chosen by the individual.

The explanatory models on well-being and happiness have been transformed since the 1960s, from new theories and epistemologies, with methodological, scientific, and academic developments. Sarriera and Bedin (2017) defend the importance of treating well-being as a multidimensional category. Their theory is based on human rights, considering the person as an integral being in its biopsychosocial, cultural, moral, and spiritual aspects. This is the principle of the indivisibility of the individual with his or her vital environment. Well-being is built on the daily interaction of the individual with the environment. That is why it is important to propose a multidimensional model that approaches general well-being, considering the different dimensions and indicators. According to the authors, it is necessary to have approaches that integrate subjective and objective indicators of well-being, as well as from an individual perspective to a biopsychosocial and community perspective.

From this perspective, Sarriera and Bedin (2017) point to the need for approaches that integrate...
subjective and objective welfare indicators. Their multidimensional proposal subdivides well-being into four subcategories: subjective well-being, psychological well-being, psychosocial well-being, and socio-community well-being. Subjective well-being refers to the assessments that people make of their lives in cognitive and affective terms, representing beliefs and feelings about how rewarding their lives are. It can be understood as a consequence of the interaction between internal aspects and external interactions of people with others and with the environment (Homes, 2011).

Psychological wellbeing refers how a person functions. According to Ryff (1989), it is operated in six dimensions: autonomy, life purpose, self-acceptance, positive relationships with others, environmental control, and personal growth. In psychosocial well-being, the authors include interpersonal relationships, leisure, and the use of technology. Family relationships initiate socialization, serve as a basis for future relationships, and influence development and well-being. Activities involving social interaction and the development of physical and intellectual abilities, although inserted in psychological well-being, are also signs of subjective well-being.

Finally, on social-community well-being, the authors explain that satisfaction with life is more present in societies with less social inequalities (Veenhoven, 2009) and is present in fellowships that guarantee freedom and encourage participation in the community (Sen, 1996). For Castel (1988, p. 59), this participation would refer to "the forms of belonging to one's family, neighborhood, working group, with its networks of interdependence, without the mediation of specific institutions and secondary protection, defined as the place of the institutions created for those who are disconnected from the networks of primary sociability."

b) Happiness and domestic violence in relationships

In many families, verbal and physical abuse, retaliation, power games, and anger favor an environment with less flexibility and dialogue, more rigidity in relationships and roles, and more conflicts (Meneghel et al, 1998). According to Narvaz and Koller (2006, p. 8), "domestic violence is conceived as any kind of violence that includes members of a group, sharing non-parental roles with each other, who live in the domestic space, including people who live sporadically in this space." The authors highlight the cross-generational transmission of violence, the naturalization of gender-stereotyped roles, alcoholism, poverty, and the lack of social support as factors associated with the processes of submission and subjugation of women to the violence suffered.

The probable justifications for the occurrence of violence are based on certain social and, above all, individual needs, such as lack of self-love and love for the other person, lack of a positive attitude, and lack of basic conditions. As for the consequences, the occurrence of violence generates feelings of fear, insecurity, indignation, and suffering, which harm the lives of these women, interfering with their ability to live harmoniously. From this point of view, thinking about actions to promote quality of life is a strategy that can be effective in confronting violence against women (Palhoni et al, 2017).

This study, focuses on men who assault their partners. According to a study conducted in a city in Paraná (Madureira et al, 2014), the profile of these men is young adults, married, and with paid work and low schooling. Among those reported, almost 90% assaulted their partner under the influence of alcohol and many had previous records of domestic violence. There were no records of studies interested in verifying the influence of the abuser in the perception of happiness and the role of conjugal understanding in the conception of happiness of these men. These are the focus questions of this study.

Although there is no justification for violent abusive behavior in a relationship (Zwick, 2001), Musleh (2013) observed a repetitive pattern of violence among sexual victimizers. The author found that 98% of the victimizers he assisted were victims of sexual abuse in childhood, reproducing this violent practice. As a result, it is justified to treat the victimizer, who was also a victim, with this being a viable alternative, in addition to attending to the victims, creating the possibility of solving this problem, offering new direction to the perpetrators, to understand this social issue, helping them leave the cycle of violence behind (Musleh, 2013).

From this perspective, this study assumed that the happiness of men with violent behavior is closely related to their ability to free themselves from the cycle of violence that persists in their lives, healing the pains of the past and ceasing such behavior against their intimate partner and sometimes their children as well, who may witness the abuse. For this, services aimed at interrupting the perverse cycle of violence by enabling the abuser to recognize his difficulty and creating instruments to deal with it are needed. This will open a space for the deconstruction of a marginalizing position, as well as opening possibilities for him to build a new persona in his family life (Musleh, 2013).

Violence against women is closely linked to socio-cultural and religious patterns and customs and is a consequence of the historical gender inequality established within societies and power structures (ALMG, 2018). The stereotyped gender roles conveyed by culture through the family turn a blind eye to both production and reproduction of female subordination, a fertile ground for abuse (Narvaz and Koller, 2004). In the face of this, violence against women is trivialized, minimized, denied, and even naturalized by the sexist culture (Strey, 2000).
An important achievement for the confrontation of violence against women in Brazil was the declaration of the Maria da Penha Law (Federal Law nº 11.340, of August 7, 2006), which created mechanisms to restrain and prevent domestic and family violence and established assistance and protection measures. However, despite the progress and protection brought about by the law, the data remains alarming. Moreover, it is essential to promote research to describe the characterization of men with violent behavior and the factors associated with violence, since these elements can contribute to the development of prevention strategies and public policies of attention for implementation in the Networks of Assistance and Fighting Violence. (Madureira et al., 2014). For professionals and other legal operators and society in general to develop intervention measures for the prevention and promotion of the health of those involved, it is necessary to understand the profile of the abuser and the factors associated with violence (Vasconcelos et al., 2016).

II. Methodology

This study involved exploratory descriptive research, with a qualitative approach, in which one tries to understand if the participating men perceive themselves as happy, what prevents them from achieving happiness and what do they do to attain it. To achieve the objectives, 16 men with restraining orders (Maria da Penha Law - 11.340/2006) for abuse against their partners, were interviewed. These men were assisted at the Nucleus of Assistance to Victims of Violence in the city, participating in a weekly forum for reflection, with psychological follow-up, in which they discussed the events of their lives and the violence practiced by them. At the end of this stage, they accepted to be interviewed and participate in this research.

The interviews were conducted in December 2018. Each interviewee was directed to a room where, individually, he was interviewed by two researchers, who recorded the interviews for later analysis. The participants’ responses were analyzed using the thematic content analysis method (Minayo, 2014).

When comparing the data collected with the Multidimensional Approach to Well-Being, given by Sarriera, and Bedin (2017), the content associated with the subjective well-being category was identified, although some elements found were included in psychological well-being, psychosocial well-being, or social-community well-being. Thus, the analysis focused on the subjective well-being category, also including the elements described as belonging to the other three. Three subcategories related to the basic category were constructed: conception of happiness, challenges in being happy, and attitudes to being happy. The record units were then analyzed around the dimensions of the relationship with oneself, relationship with others, and occupation, creating codes that would represent them.

The research was submitted to the Research Ethics Committee of the Lutheran University of Brazil (ULBRA), under the number 70727817.8.0000.5349, and approved under the opinion number 3.087.687. The study followed the required ethical standards. The autonomy and privacy of the participants were respected. Further, all the participants signed the Free and Informed Consent Form (FICF). To preserve anonymity, the interviewees were identified by the letter P (of participant), followed by a number.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This survey included adult men, aged 27 to 68, with 25% between 27 and 33, 37.5% between 40 and 45, and 37.5% between 56 and 68.

Figure 1: Conceptual map of codes resulting from the thematic analysis of the subjective well-being category proposed by Sarriera and Bedin (2017), a result of interviews with 16 men with restraining orders.

Figure 1 summarizes the results, organized based on the subjective well-being category, by Sarriera and Bedin (2017), subcategorized as, conception of happiness (1), challenges in being happy (2), and attitudes to be (more) happy (3). Within these subcategories, each textual unit was classified in one of the dimensions of the tripod relationship with oneself, relationships with others, and occupation.

IV. CONCEPTION OF HAPPINESS

When asked what they understand by happiness, the interviewees referred, in the dimension of their relationship with themselves, to two codifications: being well with themselves and spirituality/self-knowledge. As the following statements show, the interviewees see happiness closely connected with the feeling of well-being with themselves.

"First with, yeah, like, if I am not well with me, I won't be happy." (P11).

"Me, and I think all people being ok with themselves in the first place." (P15).

"Happiness is a sensation of well-being, of a clear conscience, yes." (P13).

These narratives can be correlated to the conception of Medrado et al (2010), regarding the emergence of political rationalities, through diverse authorities that act from (and in) different contexts, in search of certain objectives, strategies in which the technologies of "self-government" are included, through which (and in) people structure conducts, thoughts, experiences, understandings, and systems of judgment about themselves.

Participant P13’s response about being of a clear conscience as part of being well with oneself, indicates that one needs to analyze themselves and review their own attitudes. This was done in the Reflection Forum in which the interviewees participated during the semester before the survey. According to Musleh (2013), this is a service where the goal is to help the victimizer, who, in most cases of abusers who seek help, was once a victim himself.

For Ryf (1989), the full functioning of the person is operationalized in six dimensions: autonomy, life purpose, self-acceptance, positive relationships with others, environmental control, and personal growth. For this author, optimal well-being (high level of subjective well-being and psychological well-being) increases with age, education, extroversion, and an increase of consciousness and decreases with neuroticism (characterized by sadness). This was evident when the interviewees mentioned that happiness also means
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relating well with others, with emphasis on family relationships and coexistence, and this is one of the dimensions highlighted in the definition of subjective well-being by Sarriera and Bedin (2017). Despite referring to others, the statements of the interviewees again reflect the concern to put into practice an acquired knowledge, that is, that each one should make an effort to create good relationships, each one should do their part; and this involves eliminating abuse and disagreement. More than eliminating violent ways of living together, P12 pointed out the need to wish the well-being of others:

“I think that the greatest happiness is this: if you get along well, wish your neighbor well, since we wish good things for us, we wish good things for our neighbors too, right?”

“We already feel happy when we see a person well…” (P12)

The subject of family is very prominent among those interviewed, as is their relationship with their intimate partner, whether conjugal or not. P12 believes that dialogue with the partner is fundamental. P3 and P9 referred to the importance that the family has for them, as indicated in the statements below; this is interesting as the participants are abusers of their partners. Foucault (1994) understands the notion of government as a relationship between subjects, that is, the set of actions on possible actions, behavior that has as objective the behavior of another individual or groups, and the government as a relationship with oneself. Thus, the modes of subjectivation-objectivation are situated at the intersection of the two axes.

“Ah, for me, happiness, as I am married, is to be well with my family, yes, with my wife, with my children, yes, always trying to get along with my relatives and […]” (P3).

“To be happy is to live with my family. For me, nothing makes me happier than living with my family.” (P9).

P11, as in the response below, attributed happiness to work, confirming Fernandes and Ferreira’s (2015) conclusions, about work being essential in the evaluation that an individual makes about his/her subjective well-being, about his/her happiness, since it interferes in the way the person lives and faces his/her life. In this regard, Barker (2010) addresses the work imperative for men to exercise masculinity, directly related to production possibilities. The non-fulfillment of this launches them into situations of shame, stress, and depression, among others.

“[…] with all the universe I deal with, the people, … the work… for me this is happiness, being happy.” (P11).

In a study on well-being at work, the importance of self-realization for well-being is highlighted, invoking the eudemonic conception of well-being (Soraggi and Paschoal, 2011). Eudaemony refers to the subjective state when the individual develops his potentials and moves towards his life’s purposes, which leads to self-realization (Waterman, Schwartz, Conti, 2008). In the same sense, for Paschoal (2008), happiness is centered on the experiences of personal expression and self-realization, as demonstrated by P16’s response:

“To see my client’s satisfaction. That makes me happy. And look, and think something like: “Wow, that got better than I thought it would," you know? That compliment, or that, I think would be his satisfaction... That makes me happy.” (P16).

For Barker (2010) it seems quite obvious to affirm that the role of provider, the man of the household or “working man” (for whom masculinity is defined as having a job), is perhaps a universal, that is, the way in which societies, institutions, individuals, and public policies universally define adult masculinity. This author also points out that, focusing specifically on work and men, policies, for the most part, are blind when they come to this equation of work and masculinity. In other words, we can also state that they assume that men are just workers or categorize all men together, that is, those of low income, destitute, of middle class and those who have a stable job and income (Barker, 2010).

V. Challenges in Being Happy

It can be seen from the answers of those interviewed that they attribute a good part of their difficulty in achieving happiness to themselves, which leads one to believe that they consider happiness to be something within oneself, and it is up to them to find it. Considering that life and feelings change all the time, individuals sometimes perceive their well-being positively, and sometimes they feel dissatisfied with life. Even so, the most comprehensive judgment they make about their own life continues to exist (Castaños-Cervantes, Sánchez-Sosa, 2015; Lima, Araujo, 2018). In the dimension of the relationship with oneself, the participants mentioned their participation in the conjugal relationship as a barrier to being happy. Although they find it more difficult to talk about this subject, they mentioned that disagreements never occur because of one, that the couple ends up dealing with each other in a way that is not good for them. P1’s response exemplifies this.

“It’s a lot of things, which I honestly prefer not to get into because I have an opinion about people who live together. The person, my companion, in this case, made a big mistake with me and I also made a mistake with her. We have been together for over 40 years. So, for her to stay this time with me, she has to see something good in me, and I have to see something, otherwise, I wouldn’t be with her until today, right?” (P1).
P13 already commented that he became very depressed in a phase of his life, which led to alcohol abuse, further leading to relationship problems and abuse.

“Yeah, I started on the wrong track. And I got very depressed, and I was abusing alcohol too, in addition to that.” (P13).

That is discussed by Scott:

“The affirmation of male control goes over the female body and is often performed in states of drunkenness or at times of greater pressure, outside the home. It is usually associated with a man’s fear of the implication of greater social circulation of his wife that makes his control over her activities, and especially her sexual relations, questionable.” (Scott, 2010, p. 89).

Another aspect observed deals with the relationship of the interviewees with others, generally reported the relationship with the partner. Whether it is assuming a part of the responsibility or attributing to her or drastically diminishing the importance and control over her activities, and especially her sexual relations, questionable. (Scott, 2010, p. 89).

In that sense, Toneli claims that:

“What can we talk about the practices of intimacy in this scenario, in which the “intimate” relationships themselves are regulated, standardized? The delay even in recognizing the seriousness of the situation of violence against women in the “domestic” sphere demonstrates, on the other hand, the articulation between what is understood as private and public, both marked by the sexual division that produces/naturalizes/legitimate forms of being in the world. Dissonant masculinities are also the permanent target of suspicion, of attempts at regulation, of violence, suggesting that the “private” is a place of vulnerability for men and women subjected to normative violence.” (Toneli, 2010, p. 147).

This is evidenced in the account by participant P16, as he felt humiliated, pressured to monitor his partner's behavior after an affair. In other words, he relativized aggression and blamed the woman for stressful and conflicting situations:

“I was no abuser. I may have assaulted with just one word, and what I got was the door slammed in my face because I was... it was a girlfriend I had, and I saw her coming out of a motel, you know? And what happened is that I went to her house, we had scheduled it and everything, and I looked at her and asked: ‘you have nothing to tell me?’ ‘no, I don’t,’ ‘but I have, I saw you leaving the motel,’ like this.” (P16).

For Saffiotti (1994) it is not being said that women are holy because they participate in the relationship of violence and even trigger it. However, women hold the same power as men. It is a correlation of forces that rarely benefits women, that is, the negative balance of gender violence is tremendously more negative for women than for men. Authors Pinto, Meneghel, and Marques (2007) point out that violence can no longer be naturalized, nor accepted. For that, profiling the abuser is important and urgent for the understanding of the several collaborating factors associated with men’s acts of violence against women.

Cecarelli (1998) points out that the patterns of masculinity in a man can be assessed from his experiences from childhood, family, school, and with friends. Together they form the primary framework of “male socialization,” that is, processes that guide them in shaping what it is to be a man. In this way, the relationship with their children also comes to the fore when those interviewed talk about what prevents them from being happy. Some refer to missing their children, others to the conflicts among relatives, as pointed out by P3 and P8:

“Well, sometimes it’s worrying about a son, about the wife; I have a little boy who is autistic, so sometimes he has a crisis, so that makes us very sad.” (P3).

“[…] at the moment, I have to help my sister. She’s going to college, she doesn’t work, and I have to support her. She lives with me, right? And then I have to pay for everything. After she graduates, we’ll see what we’ll do. Maybe she’ll help me.” (P8).

Besides the relationship between the couple and other family members, what prevents the achievement of happiness, according to those interviewed, is the daily agitation and the lack of time organization, which leads them to dedicate themselves almost entirely to work and obligations, leaving relationships, especially family ones, aside. Again, interviewees sometimes recognized that they triggered the barrier to happiness. They referred to the lack of time due to work, little money to do what they would like, as P2, P5, and P6 point out:

“I believe that the responsibilities of everyday life, such as challenges in teaching, difficulty in studying, college, paying bills, things like that.” (P2).

“Ah, nowadays, it would be the financial life, yes, mainly. It’s not easy for anyone. So, it’s one of the barriers that make it difficult... You have to fight for it.” (P5).

“[…] then that is... lack of money makes you unhappy... not being able to do something at work makes you sad... that ends up affecting you, your hurry in the pursuit of happiness.” (P6).
Awareness helps in subjective well-being, which can be and not influencing happiness. Related to the way problems are seen as momentary, a particular way.

Understanding how they act, and why they act in a way, brings strength and comfort to people. This is different from religiosity, which refers to rituals and practices. A heightened degree of emotional intelligence on the part of these research people feel good brings them well-being and happiness. However, happiness is not something built from the outside in. It needs investment in oneself so that one can know oneself and act toward what one desires. When a person desires/values what they have, they are making themselves happy, not expecting a "when" to have this feeling (Comte-Sponville, 2005). P1's statement shows the value they place on being close to those they like.

"Yeah, I try to be happy the moment I can […]. With my granddaughter, with my great-grandsons, there's a 3rd coming… So, this is the happy moment, when I'm with my grandchildren, playing with them, I see my daughters happy, it makes me happy too." (P1).

However, some respondents said that they try to avoid displeasing their companion, for example, and people in general. This idea is very dangerous as people often idealize what the other person wants, and move in certain directions, against their will, running a great risk of not pleasing the other, either (Aerts; Ganzo, 2012). Concerning the ability to deal with feelings, emotions, and affections, Duarte (2014) shows that behavior and interpersonal relationships are influenced by feelings and emotions, so learning to understand and regulate one's own emotions helps to establish empathy and the necessary skills for relationships with others. P16, to avoid his wife's jealousy, excluded hundreds of profiles from his social networks, contrary to his desire but still ended up fighting with his partner.

"I have very few friends on Facebook nowadays. I think I had around 200 people, also on Instagram and stuff. But I've had almost 2000, 3000 people. And most of them were clients, but then it started, because of arguments: "Oh, so that's it, unfriend them." And 'Let's unfriend, let's unfriend,' and then it was like this, with very few people. Very few people." (P16).

P3 and P15 mentioned their effort to renounce their own will and make concessions, to create a friendlier atmosphere. From their reports, it seems that they were comfortable with these attitudes as their relationship with their partners has improved considerably.

"Ah, now, after everything I've been through in the group, I look for… I see if my wife is happy if we're happy with what's happening in our lives." (P3).

"I made a mistake, I had my share, she had hers, so I came, I participated, I learned a lot from this, my relationship with my wife that was nice improved a lot more because we learn. Sometimes she says something I don't like, but we don't have to argue. I wait for a minute or two after that… You talk again, breathe, take a walk, go out, come back, you know? That was very important to me." (P15).

Such behavior reveals a heightened degree of emotional intelligence on the part of these research...
participants since they were able to understand that the best attitude is to understand what is going on and put themselves in the other's place, rather than accusing. The inclusion of emotional intelligence in wellness studies is justified by the function of intra and interpersonal adaptation inherent to emotional intelligence, which can lead to better well-being (Goleman, 1997).

As for work and leisure, the interviewees also described what they do to be happy. Research has shown a positive relationship between a high rate of well-being and the organization of leisure time (how to keep extracurricular activities or not) and spending time with friends and physical activity. Doing nothing is negatively associated with well-being. The activities involving social interaction and the development of physical and intellectual skills are indicators of subjective well-being (Sarriera, Schütz et al., 2014). Among those interviewed, most attributed a high degree of importance to professional and academic work and activities in the pursuit of their happiness, indicating them as opportunities to develop their potentials, pursue their purposes in life, and self-realization (Waterman, Schwartz, Conti, 2008). P11’s response is an example:

“Yeah, I'm a hard worker. I like to fight to always have my savings, to always be able to help my children more, to give more assistance to my wife.” (P11).

The interviewee P10 referred to the need to control the impulse at work to save quality time to leisure with family and friends:

“Yeah, I like it that way, what I'm doing now, on the weekends, it's taking off and going to the river, with everybody...” (P10).

Interviewees P13, P15, and P6 also pointed out the importance of investing in the quality of time and leisure together with their partners. They believe this helps to avoid fights and cultivate the relationship.

“I have a girlfriend, and there is little time left for leisure, but as much as possible, we try to make the time, we like to walk, stroll, and everything.” (P13).

“It’s not a party girl or something like that, so we go for walks when it’s possible, or at least we go out to Porto Alegre when it’s possible to take a trip.” (P15).

“I’m a very calm person, you know and I’m very homely... And now with this new partner, I’m going out a little more.” (P6).

Figure 2 condenses the most representative data of the interviewees’ statements. Many references to the family and specifically to the companion in the statements belonging to the three subcategories of the survey can be observed.

Figure 2: Summary of the most representative data collected in the survey.
The family and family life were the most frequently encoded items, when participants were asked about their concept of happiness, the challenges they encounter in being happy, and their attitudes in the pursuit of happiness. A distinction is made in this survey between occurrence and frequency, which corresponds to the number of respondents who mentioned each code and the number of times each code was mentioned, respectively. For example, the family code was mentioned by all 16 participants (occurrence) and appeared 33 times (which represents its frequency). This means that some mentioned it several times, referring to more than one subcategory analyzed. This is not the case with all codes, and in this proportion, it does not occur with any other, which is why the research highlighted the importance of the family for domestic violence offenders. Figure 3 illustrates these results.

![Figure 3: Occurrence and frequency of codes used in content analysis resulting from interviews with 16 men with restraining orders.](image)

Each subcategory (as shown in Figure 1) was divided into three dimensions, within which the codes resulting from the analysis were inserted. The reference to the family occurred in the dimension relations with others in the subcategory, Conception of Happiness, in the dimensions, Relations with Others and Occupation of the subcategory, Challenges to be Happy, and again in the dimensions, Relations with Others and Occupation of the Attitudes to be Happier subcategory. Thus, out of nine possibilities of occurrence, the code associated with the family was present in five.

### VII. Final Considerations

The World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes domestic violence against women as a public health issue and as a serious problem to be recognized and addressed by both society and government bodies. Attributing the condition of women as the only victim will not solve the problem, it is necessary to consider the fact that men also suffer the consequences of expectations imposed by society, as they are deprived of living fully to their potential. Therefore, there is a need to seek new social relations, no longer governed by power and domination, but by reciprocity between the sexes.

The study on subjective well-being made it possible to organize the subcategories (Conception of Happiness; Challenges in being Happy; Attitudes to being happy) to relate the different conversations and feelings. In the field of happiness, the interviewees reported the dimension of their relationship with themselves with two codifications: being well with themselves and spirituality/self-reflection. These feelings increase with age, education, and consciousness, and decrease with neuroticism (unhappy feeling), according to Ryff (1989). In the relationship with others (family, friends, and spouse), the family has great importance, as does the relationship with the intimate partner, whether conjugal or not. Although having a dialogue with the partner is highlighted, the interviewees express difficulty in accepting that they are abusers.
Within the Attitudes to being Happy subcategory, the challenges to achieving happiness are related to the person and the partner, that is, the acts of aggression are justified by the woman's behavior. The relationship between children and other family relationships can affect the achievement of happiness. The time spent at work and the low income affect the family relationships of those interviewed and consequently prevent them from being happy.

The word family was referred to in most dimensions by the participants. The phenomenon must be accompanied by all facets. This new look at health problems will make it possible to glimpse a scenario where men are part of the solution, and no longer just part of the problem.

Despite the limitations of the research, especially it being a field research, with geographical limitations, which may make inference difficult for the Brazilian male population, the study has important implications about profiling male abusers. They demonstrate a dissociation between their aggressive attitudes and consequences. They consider the family as a priority and do not understand their attitudes as an element of breaking up the home, often recognizing themselves as victims and not victimizers. Laws like Maria da Penha are essential to creating a legal base of protection for the real victims. But they alone will not be able to change the picture of violence, which has deeper social roots, which only continued education and awareness can resolve.
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